
Art Stone Granite & Marble is a local business located in Smyrna, Georgia. They specialize 
in the fabrication and installation of granite, marble, and quartz countertops. They serve 

the Atlanta and metro area.

The owner, Wellington Goulart was working with another agency that managed his 
AdWords account. His previous campaign did not have sufficient tracking installed, 

causing him to miss out on potential revenue. Wellington decided to hire White Shark 
Media to improve the performance of his AdWords campaign through complete tracking 

and optimization tactics.

RESULTS SUMMARY

Wellington Goulart
Owner at Art Stone Granite & Marble

 I have been working with 
White Shark Media for over a 
year now, and I have to say that 
my overall experience has been 
magnificent.

My initial experience with Google 
AdWords was not that great. 
After White Shark Media took 
over, I began to see a 
considerable improvement 
month to month
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In five months, we were able to improve 
overall campaign metrics and generate more 
business for Art Stone Granite & Marble:



THE GOALS

In his past campaign, Wellington did not have sufficient call or conversion tracking 
installed. 

He was targeting the wrong audience through his search campaign with a low CTR of 
just 0.75%. The campaign was accruing irrelevant traffic and producing almost no ROI.

Our team of experts set out to establish goals with Wellington that would allow him 
to grow his business with the aid of Google AdWords:
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THE CHALLENGES

To track phone calls and form submissions through his website. 

To achieve a CPA of $100 (phone calls and form submissions combined). 

To stay in the top three positions in the SERPs and outrank the competition.



THE SOLUTION

Wellington Goulart
Owner at Art Stone Granite & Marble

 In the first month, we generated 60 leads. In just a 7 month period, we 
were able to increase our leads up to 173 per month. I have not just tripled 
the amount of leads under the same budget, but with the help of Yamil we 
have been able to reduce our cost per acquisition by more than half.

Bid More Aggressively Based on Location

Our main focus was to bid more aggressively using the cities and areas Wellington usually 
gets more business from to ensure the ads had a relevant audience. For instance, we used 
the following variations: 

granite Atlanta

granite countertops 

Kennesaw ga

Install 360-Degree Tracking

Wellington uses a “Free Estimate Request” form on his website. 

We installed call and conversion tracking to measure calls and conversions happening on 
his website through AdWords.

Product-Specific Ad Groups

Since Art Stone Granite & Marble is a local business, we focused on combining the names 
of the main products with all the different cities we are targeting. 

We decided to focus only on his main products: granite, marble, quartz. We then 
structured these keywords in different ad groups and paired them with city names to 
make the ads more effective. 



THE RESULTS

As phone calls and quote submissions kept increasing in the first couple of months, 
Wellington could see right away the positive impact AdWords was making on his business.

Art Stone Granite & Marble has significantly increased their volume of phone calls by 24% 
while decreasing their cost per lead by 75%, from $190.97 to $47.16 in the first quarter of 
the year.

Wellington is extremely happy about the performance of his AdWords campaign and 
thanked us for our hard work and consistent delivery of outstanding results.
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TESTIMONIAL

“Guided by the expertise of our trusted partners like White Shark Media, small 
and medium-sized businesses can maximize the value and performance of 
their campaigns..”
Ben Wood, Head of Google’s Americas Channel Sales Partnerships. 

We’re Proud To Be A Google AdWordsTM

Premier SMB Partner

Call us today at (305) 728-4828
 for a Free Evaluation

Wellington Goulart
Owner at Art Stone Granite & Marble

  I have been working with White Shark 
Media for over a year now, and I have to say that my 

overall experience has been magnificent.

My initial experience with Google AdWords was not that great. 
After White Shark Media took over, I began to see a consider-

able improvement month to month.

In the first month, we generated 60 leads. In just a 7 month 
period, we were able to increase our leads up to 173 per month. I 

have not just tripled the amount of leads under the same 
budget, but with the help of Yamil we have been able to reduce 

our cost per acquisition by more than half.

We have already expanded our relationship towards SEO 
and a brand new website. I would highly recommend 

White Shark Media to any small business.


